Undocumented-Led Resources

Ø Beyond HB 1079
www.beyondhb1079.org  Contact: Yuriana Garcia, garcia10@uw.edu
Beyond HB 1079’s mission is to open a safe space for undocumented students, parents/families, and educators. Their goals are to provide awareness, to inform the community of legislation, to provide beneficial resources, and to empower students and their families.

Ø La Resistencia Collective
Contact: Rolando Avila rolando_avila21@gmail.com
La Resistencia Collective is committed to fighting for the release of all undocumented individuals in the Northwest Detention Center and supporting organizations fighting for liberation.

Ø Washington Dream Coalition
www.wadreamcoalition.org Contact: WDC wadreamers1@gmail.com
Washington Dream Coalition is a non-profit network of young, undocumented immigrants committed to address inequities and obstacles faced by immigrants in Washington State through campus organizing, education equity, grassroots organizing, and advocacy.

Community Based Organizations

Ø 21 Progress
www.21progress.org  Contact: Wendy Martinez & Michel Baños wendy@21progress.org  and michel@21progress.com
Through popular education, civic engagement and arts culture, 21 Progress assists emerging leaders – especially young adults and immigrants – to claim their place in building a more just society and reaching their dream. 21 Progress staffs the K-12 Coalition to Protect Undocumented Students.

Legal Organizations

Ø Barrera Legal Group
www.barreralegal.com  Contact: Luis Cortes lcortes@barreralegal.com (immigration attorney, worked on Daniel Ramirez case)
Washington Attorneys committed to providing aggressive representation in a wide array of legal services including immigration, criminal, personal injury, and family law and bankruptcy cases.

Ø Colectiva Legal del Pueblo
www.colectivalegal.org  Contact: Sandy Restrepo sandy@colectivalegal.org (immigration attorney, staffs the immigrant solidarity network)
Non-hierarchical collective organization founded for and by undocumented immigrants working to build community leadership and power for migrant justice through legal advocacy and education.